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A FEW NOTES ON THE LANGUAGE OF JOHN MALALAS'
CHRONICLE

John Malalas' Chronicle (491-578) of the 6' century is, since the time of Sextus
Iulius Africanus ( 2 - 3 century A.D.) when the main structure of world chroni
cle genre was being formed, the first "classic" example of this literary genre, which
has been preserved almost in its complete form, and as such it simultaneously be
comes the oldest preserved work in the world chronicle genre of the early Byzan
tine Empire. In eighteen books, written around 530 A . D . i n Antioch, Syria, and
partly in Constantinople (book X V I I I around 570 A . D . ) , covers the period from the
creation of the world until as late as 565 A . D . , i.e. the period of emperor Justin
ian's rule. Malalas' Chronicle gained an immense popularity at its time and it in
fluenced - which few works did - to a great extent further development of the
genre of chronicles. It was the most favourite chronicle in Roman East until as late
as the 12 century, being widely translated and used as a source by later chroni
clers. For its simple and easy style, it was traditionally included among works pro
viding a good picture of the spoken language of the 6 century. In this category it
was placed by first modern scholars who examined the language of chronicles and
the opinions of whom had not been questioned until late 20 century.
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Karl Krumbacher considered the Chronicle to be the first evidence of the spo
ken language o f the early Byzantine Empire, written by a simple monk whose
primitiveness is evident not only from the language but also in the general absence
of any historiographic skill at all. Other comments of the first scholars examining
the post-classical Greek are of the same nature; these consider Malalas' Chronicle
to be a "poor patchwork" („erbarmliches Machwerk"). A clear picture of the spo
ken or even vulgar language of the 6 century is spoken about, which thus enables
us to equal it to the texts of the N e w Testament. Such a built-up tradition of M a l a 1
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K R U M B A C H E R , K . 1897 ,327ff„ 659ff.
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W O L F , K . 1911,1,5.
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C H A R A L A M B A K I S , C . G . 1978, 21: „elvai SiKaioXoyrifiivri fj ovyKpioig rijg xpovoypaipiag rov MaX&Xa fii rr)v Kaivf\v Aia9r\Krjv. Ta Si>o avrd epya flag SiSovvpiiav
aatpfj EiKdva rfjg XaXovfievtjg ykaaaag TOV npmov ical SICTOV aiwvog avriarolxcog."
W O L F , K . 1911, I, 6: „[...] Malalas dazu kam eine so wunderlich gemischte Sprache zu
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las' Chronicle led also the later scholars to the presumption of "vulgarity" as
a phenomenon not only obvious at first sight but also proved many times. In
a 1970's Peter Helms' language study, in the very introduction, we encounter a
daring statement that Malalas' Chronicle is the first work of the literature of the
Middle Ages in which popular language prevailed over the traditional literary lan
guage (the so-called „Schriftsprache").
Apostolos Karpozilos offers an assessment
of a similarly generalising nature in his 1997 work and Francisco R. Adrados
(2001) classes the extracts from Malalas' Chronicle without further comment
among texts with a significant share of popular or even vulgar language elements
(e.g. proto-Bulgarian inscriptions, acclamations). Thus the "vulgar style" of Mala
las presented by Adrados and supplemented by the note on observing the "classical
inflexion" sounds rather puzzling in this context.
Such statements are misguiding. Particularly with texts written in a language
that resembles popular language by its structure, it is necessary to realize that no
author of Late Antiquity or early Middle Ages could learn to write without receiv
ing an education. However superficial it was, it followed classical models whose
pressure drove the author - perhaps even subconsciously - to yield to those classi
cal models. N o Greek literary work o f Late Antiquity or early Middle Ages is
clearly atticizing or "popular", but more or less obvious elements o f the "other"
register are always to be found. Furthermore, i n the work of Malalas it can be
hardly differentiated which characteristics of the classicizing language were com
mon i n the vulgar language, because we do not know the vulgar language of his
period practically at all, even though some of its characteristics can be defined with
the help of commented collections of papyri. Likewise we only have a very vague
idea of what was exclusively a vulgar element in post-classical Greek and did not
exist on any other language level, or what was rather a system change taking place
at the given time period and penetrating all the levels of the language.
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schreiben, die uns gleichwohl einen Einblick in die damalige Vulgdrsprache bietet wie di
Schriften des Neuen Testaments in die miindliche Koine der Zeit Christi."
H E L M S , P. 1971-1972,313.

„Kai xpaynan 7j Xpovoypaipia rov MaXdcXa, &v taxi eviore napaSiSei ojiaviovq XeKxiKovq rvjtovg, oi yeviKeg ypafifieg avxiKaroTtipi^ei tr\v 6/j.iXovnevri rfjg eno%
rov." in K A R P O Z I L O S , A . 1997,1,554.
A D R A D O S , F . R. 2001,232-234.
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B R O W N I N G , R. 1983 ,4ff.

GlGNAC, F . T . (1976-1981). A Grammar of the Greek Papyri of the Roman and Byzantine
Period I, II, Milano 1976-1981; H O R N , R. C H . (1926). The Use of the Subjunctive and
Optative Moods in the Non-Literary Papyri. A Thesis, Philadelphia 1926; MANDILARAS,
B. G. (1973). The Verb in the Greek Non-Literary papyri, Athens 1973; SCHUBART, W.
(1927). Griechische Papyri. Urkunden und Briefe vom 4. Jahrh. v. Chr. bis ins 8. Jahrh. n.
Ch. ausgewdhlt und erkldrt I, II, Bielfeld und Leipzig 1927. Editions of "proto-Bulgarian"
inscriptions are valuable for the language of the 8' century; BESEVLIEV, V. (1963). Die
protobulgarischen Inschriften, Berlin 1963; BESEVLIEV, V. (1964). Spdtgriechische und
spdtlateinische Inschriften aus Bulgarien, Berlin 1964.
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Stereotype comparison of chronicles to the N e w Testament texts is similarly
problematic. Their specifications, e.g. Semite influences, are often forgotten to
be taken into account, and we must not leave out o f consideration the fact that
the N e w Testament Koine shows from the linguistic-grammar point o f view
many characteristics common to the technical prose Greek o f the 1 century
A . D . , where we list not only works such as Epictetus' Discourses, but also the
speech o f state authorities, the so-called "administrative style". Thus it neces
sarily distances itself from the affiliation to "popular" language (the so-called
„Volkssprache"),
whose traditional romantic definition as the real living lan
guage o f the people seems to be indefensible i n the light o f Rydbeck's study.
A l s o there cannot be found practically any language connection between the
N e w Testament texts and really vulgar papyri, whose number is, i n addition,
very limited, because most non-literary papyri are again written i n standard
Koine (simultaneously the presupposition that the lower the language level o f a
given document, the closer it is to the spoken language is false). If then the
language o f Malalas' Chronicle is on the basis o f similar language phenomena
being compared to the N e w Testament texts, as it is done by e.g. Stamatios Psaltes and Karl Wolf in their studies, this does not at all prove its "popularity"
or "vulgarity" in the real sense of the word.
Herbert Hunger marked Malalas' language as ennobled popular language
which because o f its readers purposely avoids the temptation o f Atticism, but at
the same time chooses in accordance with its w i l l certain classicizing ele
ments. Kristen Weierholt came up with a similar theory o f purposeful choice
from "new" and " o l d " language in the work of Malalas. In his opinion, Malalas
lived i n a certain "transition" period when two language registers existed at the
same time and from which the author had to choose. This theory is surely more
correct than the idea o f a blank space i n language that is created when one ex
pression ceases to be used and that is why a temporary solution, which prevails
in the end, has to be found in the popular language. Malalas' "popularity" does
not originate i n the inability of a foreigner to express himself or in insufficient
feel for language either. The only difficulty of the "conscious" choice theory lies
in secondary accumulation of language elements which penetrated the text in the
centuries that followed and which are, considering how problematic the trans
mission of Malalas' text is, probable.
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PSALTES, S. B. 1913, VIII.
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See footnote No. 3.
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H U N G E R , H . 1978, II, l2lff.
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Compare e.g. DIETRICH, K. 1898, 195: ,J)urch das Aussterben des reflexiven Possesivums
(i.e. eavwg) entstand eine fuhlbare Liicke, da es nun an einem Ausdrucksmittel fehlte fu
dasjenige, was dem Subjekt gehdrt. Diese Liicke wurde nun ausgefuhlt zunachst durch
stdrkung, sodann durch Ersetzung mil Hilfe des Adjektivs iSiog, spdter auch oiKEioq
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E.g. the whole commentary on the process of active participle becoming rigid in acc. sg.,
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When examining the language of Malalas, the sources out of which he compiled
his Chronicle cannot be neglected either. Even though he does mention his authors
by name more often than other chroniclers, it is known that most of those were not
at his direct disposal, but he had to use second or even third hand compendia, be
cause a lot of "trustworthy" material that had been at disposal to the historians of
antiquity (Eusebios, Africanus) was at that time already l o s t . The taken-over ma
terial does not seem to have influenced Malalas to such an extent that the sources
could be considered the reason for the languages choices in his Chronicle. O n the
contrary, it seems that Malalas subjected its material to a uniform linguistic redac
tion i n the scope of which he could also perform changes in content.
Malalas himself labels his Greek as TJ KOIVT\ SiaXetcrog (104, 61). 'H KOIVTJ
SidXetcrog in Malalas' presentation seems a language idiom in which grammar,
syntax and vocabulary of late literary K o i n e were mixed with the spoken Koine
of the time, but not with its vulgar form. Malalas surely did not avoid certain
elements of a higher style which penetrated the Chronicle from copied sources.
Roger Scott noticed that the passages dealing with law legislation of emperor
Justinian i n book X V I I I , which Malalas already turned for to contemporary
sources, show a strikingly similar structure and phraseology. O n the basis of a
similar analysis of passages dealing with juridical orders in the whole Chronicle
he assumed that for these passages Malalas as a c i v i l servant could take use of
official reports on the emperor's credits that were to be made public by the i m 
perial bureaucracy in churches or other public places (he probably did not have
direct access to the state sources as Procopius), and those he incorporated - with
certain mild variations - into the text of the Chronicle, not being puzzled by
a certain change of style i n the mentioned passages.
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Similarly he did not hesitate to incorporate a verse from Vergil's Aeneid, quoted
in connection with the comment on controversial and mysterious Antioch orgies,
known as the Maioumas, which he most probably took over from Domninos.
Malalas quotes the verse first in Latin, which is an interesting hint on the persisting

demonstrated on many instances which had been looked up in Dindorf s edition of 1831 by
Karl Wolf (1911, II, 24-29), the first scholar who examined Malalas' Chronicle from the
linguistic point of view in detail, remains after the publication of the new edition (loannis
Malalae Chronographia, ed. I. Thurn, CFHB, Ser. Berol. vol. XXXV, Berlin 2000) without
factual basis. For most instances published in Wolfs study were emended by the new editor
and his conclusions in this respect cannot be considered valid any more.
^

Malalas drew his material probably only from several main sources he had direct access to:
Domninos (a historian of Antioch; he composed most of his material on the basis of archives
of Antioch), Timotheos (Orphic texts), Diktys (Greek mythology), Nestorianos (fragments
from early ecclesiastical history), Priskos, Philostratos, Eutychianos, Eutropius, Eustathios,
Charax, Bassus, Brunichius. In JEFFREYS, E. 1990, 167ff.
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K. Weierholt puts on special place only book V (there are traces of Ionic dialect and of the
language of Septuagint which Malalas quotes word-for-word) and book XVIII, the different
character of which can be caused by the change of Malalas' source or by problematic manu
script transmission. In WEIERHOLT, K. 1963, 8ff.
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interest in Latin in the Byzantine Empire of the 6" century, even more in the con
text of a relatively low cultural level of Malalas' Chronicle and its alleged audi
ence: „Tpi£Tr/pitca BOCKXCO opyia voKrovpvog KOVB poKcct icAdjicope Ki0aipd>v"^ (Aeneid I V 302-303: trieterica Baccho/orgia noctumusque vocat clamore Cithaeron). Then he offers a Greek version, attempting a word-for-word
translation: „6 eaxi rfj 'EXXnviSi yXdioori rd) rpieTTjpiKS erei, ore 6 Awvvooq
<K<xkei> iv VVKTI Tfj cpcovfj TI)V £oprr)v rmv dpyicov EV TO) KWaipcovicp opei."
([...] which means in the Greek language, "Every third year when Dionysos calls
aloud in the night the festival of the Orgies on the mountain of Kithairon. ").
Malalas' reproduction seems to be very successful as far as his great imitation of
Vergil's alliteration is concerned. B y the alliteration, Vergil had created an atmos
phere of a noise and rattle in the whole passage (see many sounds such as "k", "t",
"r"). Malalas put eleven "t", three "k" and six "r" into the Greek translation, by
which he in an unusually successful manner (even i f by chance) managed to ap
proximate the Latin original, because his knowledge of Latin must have been, tak
ing into consideration the other Latin "echoes" in the chronicle, rather superficial.
Malalas on purpose gets rid of neither morphological nor syntactic elements of
the "higher" style, e.g. he did not eliminate optative from the Chronicle, even
though he uses it rarely (mostly when a word-for-word quote of loci laudati is
concerned; optative in dependent statements, potential optative and optative in
purpose clauses is also present). With these archaisms we naturally have to con
sider the reflections of Malalas' historical sources. H e only exceptionally - prob
ably on purpose - uses innovated feminine forms of adjectives of two terminations
that already acquire their new, "non-classic", form of adjectives of three termina
tions known from Modern G r e e k . It is possible that in this way he wanted to
avoid the impression of a certain amateurism, and so he preferred the ample use of
adjectives of three terminations known already from the classical period. Similarly
he tries to avoid the new o-stem forms, derived from gen. sg. of adjectives with a
consonant s t e m . W i t h verbs he rarely makes mistakes in the use of augment, he
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loannis Malalae Chronographia, ed. I. Thurn, Berlin 2000, 216, 39.
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Ibid., 216, 39-41.
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The Chronicle of John Malalas, A Translation (transl. by E . Jeffreys, M . Jeffreys and
R. Scott), Melbourne 1986, 152.
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B A L D W I N , B . 1987,86; J E F F R E Y S , E . 1990,196.

Feminine forms of adjectives of two terminations in -ai occasionaly occur as early as the clas
sical period, the earliest instances published by CHATZIDAKIS, G. N. 1892, 27: 6pinr\8eaxai
(326 B.C.) and aSoKipai (C.I.A. II 808,b, 33ff.; 53ff., Meisterhans 116). For the Roman and
Byzantine period, the papyri document a clear tendency of language to create distinct feminine
forms for newly emerging adjectives, while "traditional" adjectives of two terminations still
keep their classical use in most cases. In GlGNAC, F. T. 1976-1981, II, 105ff.
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E.g. he prefers arpoyy'okoy/iglo'TpoyyvXoy/ig (with a round face) to atpoyyvXoKpoacoKoq
(occurs in a papyrus from the 3 century B.C.). Similarly, instead of nvppdtpixoq we find
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7cvpp66pi4 (with red hair). In C H A R A L A M B A K I S , C. G. 1978; J E F F R E Y S , E . - J E F F R E Y S ,

M. 1990.
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adds it correctly even when there is a vocal or a diphthong at the beginning. In
the area of syntax he completely avoids the use of conjunctions oravand dxxdv (=
(bq dv) for temporal clauses, where he keeps to the older ore, possibly cbq. W e
must connect this preference for the "classical" conjunctions to a similar prefer
ence of ei instead of edv in conditional clauses (in the times of Malalas the differ
ence between ei and edv had ceased to exist, edv prevailed in popular language,
but Malalas uses ei about five times more often than edv). The author's choice can
be interpreted as a reaction towards the assertion of conjunctions orav, cbadv and
edv in vulgar language, whereas Malalas could have thought that their absence
would bring his language closer to the higher style.
When composing this article, another problematic phenomenon of Malalas'
Chronicle which at first sight makes an impression of an innovative popular
element - the use of participle constructions - has been considered. Participle
constructions in the work of Malalas tend to a special use - it seems that they
leave their classic role of complementing the main clause, or replacing a subor
dinate c l a u s e , but in many cases the participle is at the same level as the verb
(la) or is directly i n the function of verbum finitum and there is no other finite
verb in the sentence ( l b ) , while the sentence-elements belonging to the adverbial
participle in nominative are usually put behind it, i.e. in practically the same way
as with finite verbs. Sometimes the participle construction joins the predicate
with the help of the pleonastic rai ( l c ) , which in such cases can help distinguish
possible sentence-elements belonging to the verbal predicate only, possibly to
another participle, and the sentence-elements belonging only to the participle
construction (Id). Unless such cases are specially divided by conjunctions, the
rection of sentence-elements must be evaluated from the context only (le):
26
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(la) Kai nenyaq avrS 6 fiaaiXevq [...] Kai cvyKpoixjavzeq
noXe/iov,
eiceoov eg" d/Mporepcov noXXoi. (355, 37-42)
The emperor sent him [...] and when they joined battle many fell on both
sides.
28

( l b ) "Hvxiva[noXiv]dveyeipaq 6 avrdq Kcovatdvnoq Kai noXXd ndvv tpiXori/i7jad/xevoq Kai Kxioaq Kai rotq frjoacn noXiraiq avyx(opr\aaq

For detailed analysis see Index graecitatis, in Ioannis Malalae Chronographia, ed. I. Thurn,
Berlin 2000, 501-502; MERZ, L. 1910/11, 9-17.
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HELMS, P. 1971-1972, 354-357; 368-371; WEffiRHOLT, K. 1963, 59-60.
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Participle has three main functions in a sentence: 1) adverbial function - the participle re
places casual, temporal, conditional and concessive clauses and clauses of manner, etc.
(ijvay/cd£ovTO (pevyovreg dfia p&xeoQai), 2) adjective (attributive) function - an article
usually comes before the participle, often substantivized {oi vvv ovreg &v6pa>noi), 3) pre
dicative function - the participle is in agreement with subject or object in gender, number
and case, it functions as their predicate {icaTpiKog fifilv (pikoq xvyxaveig wv - opwfiev
navxa aXriOr) ovra.). In MOSER, A. 1988, 3ff.
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The Chronicle of John Malalas, A Translation (transl. by E. Jeffreys, M. Jeffreys and R.
Scott), Melbourne 1986, 246.
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avvTeXeiag [...], Kai Kriaaq 5ia<p6poig Kriop.aoi ri)v npdt'nv fiev XEyofievrjv ZaXa/j.idSa, e% EKEIVOV 8E p,£raKXi]6£iaav
Keovoravriav.
(240/241, 28-32)
Constantius restored it, gave many extremely generous gifts, undertook
buildings and remitted taxes from the surviving citizens [...]. As he pro
vided a variety of buildings for what was previously known as Salamias,
it had its name changed from the time to Constantia?^
(lc)

"Oarig BamXioKoq Xaficbv xP^fiocra napa Ziv^ripixov, ptjydg rmv
OvavSaXcov, /cat JIPOESCOKE rd nXoia [...]. (296, 49-52)
Basiliscus accepted bribes from Geiseric, king of the Vandals, and be
trayed the ships [...].^°

(Id)'EKKopdrjaag8E rrjv rovrov noXiv Kai rd avrov ndvra Xaficbv icai
rr/v Ovyaripa avrov TEK/xriaaav aysi Kai rov avrov nXovrov [...].
(75, 45-47)
When he had sacked his city and seized all his possesions, he took his
daughter Tekmessa, his wealth [...].^
(le)

'O SE 'Iovvioq
Kara KEXEVOIV

6 r&v TlEpa&v oazpdnrig EioEXBcbv Eig ri)v
rov PaaiXEcoq eig iva ra>v nvpycov arj/iEiov

noXiv
nspm-

KOV E6J]KE [...]. ( 2 5 9 , 4 - 8 )

But Junius, the Persian satrap, entered the city at the emperor's com
mand, and set up a Persian standard on one of the towers
/\../.
32

This use is typical for Malalas, but it does not concern a meaning expansion
of the participle i n the sense that an insufficient feel for language would not be
capable of discerning participle, i.e. nominal way of expression from the verbal
one, but it concerns an innovation i n syntax, when a participle stands for a finite
verb, not as o n e . Unambiguous explanation of this phenomenon has not yet
been presented. Classical theory understands the independent occurrence of such
participles as a consequence of the auxiliary verb eivai being suppressed in
periphrastic constructions such as participle + sifii,^ the same way of interpreta33
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Ibid., 170.
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Ibid., 206.
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Ibid., 51.
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Ibid., 183. If sentences such as adverbial participle - predicate (271, 10: Kai yvotg tavta
6 'Ovapwg e/iavr/. When he learned this, Honorius went mad. Ibid., 190) or predicate - ad
verbial participle (253, 66-68: Kai evOiwg ifiPaiveiv eig m nkoia exerpEyrev, eiaeXOcb
Kai avrdg 6 fiaoiXevg [...]. The emperor commanded them to embark immediately on t
boats, and he went on the board [...}. Ibid., 179) contain an explicit or implicit subject, it
usually functions as the subject of the whole sentence. If there are two different subjects in
the sentence, pleonastic Kai usually occurs (255, 5-6: "Ev6a dAffcov 6 fiaaiXevg TovXiavdg Kai 6 nag axpaxdg rwv 'Pmpaicov dicei effKTJveoaev. The emperor Julian went
and all the Roman army camped there. Ibid., 180).
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F R I S K , H . 1929,56.
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E . g. R A D E R M A C H E R , L . 1911,

205.
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35

tion was also used by Karl Wolf in his study of M a l a l a s . Post-classical Greek,
though, did not use the periphrasis through the help o f a mere participle, i.e. a
nominal phrase, in a considerably higher extent than the Greek of the classical pe
riod, not even in the texts that avoided classicizing language, and that is why it is
rather problematic to understand this phenomenon exclusively as a matter of popu
lar language; i n the scope of papyri there is usually an explanation for them
(handwriting mistakes, anacoluthon, syntactic or psychological reasons, etc.) and
periphrases of such a type are so rare in the New Testament (they only occur in the
Pauline Epistles and the Apocalypse) that they apparently cannot be considered
innovations of popular language (Semite influences are to be considered i n 
stead). The existence of sentences without a finite verb with a mere participle, or
a Genitive Absolute as the predicate is in Classical, Hellenistic and Byzantine
Greek typical, above all, o f administrative and royal decrees, verdicts, bills, ex
cerpts from laws etc. (e.g. B G U V I 1 2 1 1 , 1: PaatXecog npoard^avrog- rovg /card
TI)Vxcbpav reXovvrag rodi Awvvacoi KCcxanXeiv'[...], 221-205 B . C . ) .
Hellenistic Koine and early Byzantine Greek still keep the three basic types of
periphrasis that are already known to us from the classical period: 1-2) two socalled pseudo-periphrases (when the verb eivai is used independently, with the
meaning o f "to exist, to be", or when the appropriate participle is completely
adjectivized) and 3) periphrasis that describes a situation as it seems at a given
moment (e.g. Herodotus VIII, 137, 18ff: 'Evdama 6 PaatXei)g rov nioQov
Kept ccKovcag, jjv yap Kara rr\v KanvoSoKJjv eg rov OIKOV iaexcov 6 fjXiog,
sine f...j)? The innovation of K o i n e is the so-called "progressive periphrasis"; it
describes an action that was completed at a certain moment (e.g. L k 13, lOff:
*Hv Se SISCCGKCOV ev flip rmv avvaycoyav ev rotg oafLfiaoiv. icai iSoi) yvvrj
f...j).
Gradually, new periphrastic forms (e.g. ?jv + aorist participle as a substi
tute for pluperfect) join the periphrastic constructions known to us from the clas
sical period already (e.g. the periphrasis o f passive perfect o f the type rere Xea/ievog eari); their prevalence led, for example i n the system of perfect, to
full elimination of monolectic forms. But not even i n the individual types or
forms o f periphrastic constructions is the variability between periphrases without
a verb or with the verb eijxU or a progression of a mere participle, evident - i n 36
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WOLF, K. 1911,1, 55ff; II, 77ff.
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E.g. M A Y S E R , E. 1926-1938, 11,1, 339ff. does not find for Ptolemaic papyri even one
"inexplicable" instance of participle standing for indicative.
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AERTS, W. J. 1965, 52ff.

In Malalas' Chronicle there are extremely few instances of progressive periphrasis. AERTS,
W. J. 1965, 55 mentions only six instances, e.g. 158, 68-70: dang ZKTJTCIWV ev $ fjv Siarpipcov 6 'AvvijiaX ev rfj 'ImXto: iXafie nXfj9oq arpawv KCCI axfjABev eig rijvx^pav
rov 'A vviflaA [...]. (While Hannibal delayed in Italy, Scipio took a large army and we
to Hannibal's land in Africa [...]. Ibid., 110).
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dicative forms have never been threatened by it and there is not even a trace of
such a kind of periphrasis i n Modern G r e e k .
A s an explanation, the possibility that the extinction of the inflected participle
led to the mergence of its syntactic functions with the functions of a finite verb
should preferably be considered, whereas this change is rather in system and
does not itself indicate the popularity of the text, a lack of feel for language or
author's bad education. In the work of Malalas it could be the combination of
this phenomenon with an effort to imitate a higher, administrative style or the
style of ecclesiastical documents using a great number of participle construc
tions, which he, however, often managed to incorporate into the text only in that
"clumsy" way in the function of verbum finitum. Considering the huge number
of participle constructions that appear i n Malalas' Chronicle, it seems natural
that he also "makes mistakes" in long or too complicated constructions, where
he cannot leave the parataxis the attribute of which is the overused conjunction
Kai (compare above). There are hundreds of adverbial participles in the work of
Malalas and Kristen Weierholt in this context refers to an important detail - tak
ing into account how rare a participle was i n the spoken language of the 6 cen
tury, the extensive use of participle forms by the Byzantines can be only a cer
tain mannerism, fashion, an attempt of a higher, artistic style, which was pre
ferred not only by Malalas but also by other chroniclers, even though, given
their genre, they had the opportunity of writing i n the real vulgar language that
would certainly use a less complicated form of expression.
41

th

42

When evaluating the style and the language of not only Malalas' Chronicle
but early Byzantine chronicles in general, the terms "popular" and "vulgar", by
which such a text could be easily labelled at first, must be used carefully. A n
attentive look at the use of certain language phenomena brings us to a conclu
sion that Malalas' Chronicle can be to a certain extent appreciated even from the
linguistic point of view.
[transl. by Hana Babincova]
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RESUME
Clanek pojednava o problematice jazykovelio zafazenf rang byzantske sv&ove' kroniky Jana Malaly (6. stol.), ktera je nejstarSfm dochovanym dflem v zanru svetovych kronik z obdobi ran6 Byzance.
I v soucasnosti fadf mnoho badatelu kroniku mezi dfla odrazejici mluvenou feStinu 6. stoleti. Tato
temSf automaticka' presumpce „lidovosti" textu, ktera zfejmfi pramenf z tradice 19. stoleti, budovan6
kolem pozdnS antickych ci ranfi byzantskych textu napsanych neklasicizujfci fefitinou, je v5ak ponekud zavadijici. Kronika dosud nebyla z tohoto hlediska dostateJnS prozkoumana a neniame ani TAA-
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nou soubornou jazykovou studii, jei by se navic opirala o novou edici kroniky z roku 2000 (Ioannis
Malalae Chronographia. Ed. I. THURN. CFHB, Ser. Berol. vol. XXXV. Berlin, 2000). Blizsf pohled
na nektere morfologicke\ syntakticke' £i stylisticke prvky v textu ovsem napovida, ze fada jevu, kter6
na prvni pohled budi dojem hovorovosti (napf. participium ve funkci verbafinita),musf byt pfehodnocena a ze kronika je spfSe dilcm „stfedniho" stylu.
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